Economic Cohorts

KEY BENEFITS
Enables companies to
identify top customer clusters,
improve communications based
on economic profiles,and target
new clusters with desired economic
potential and tendencies
Applicable across multiple
online and offline channels
Leverages our unique and proprietary
household economic information
(income, ability to pay, spending,
and credit capacity)
Developed for use in non-FCRA
applications across the
customer lifecycle

Segment Households by What Matters Most – a 360° View of
Household Economics
Economic Cohorts® is a breakthrough household segmentation system that
leverages our unique and proprietary household economic information to
segment households by what matters most – a 360° view of households’
likely economics, including a more accurate and complete picture of total
income, total discretionary spending, and credit capacity and usage.
Economic Cohorts is the first consumer segmentation system to provide
marketers such a complete picture of the customer wallet in combination
with all of the key demographic, behavioral and lifestyle attributes you
expect from a first-class consumer segmentation system.
Plus, Economic Cohorts is designed to meet the unique needs of your firm.
Built on our theory of “Economic Relativity”, Economic Cohorts is flexible
enough to ensure that it addresses the specific needs of your marketing
department. It offers unmatched ability to help your firm differentiate
consumers, match offers with appropriate customers and prospects, and
then deliver relevant, targeted marketing messages to the right households.
By segmenting customers and prospects based on measures of household
economics (income, ability to pay, spending, and credit capacity), as well
as lifestage, demographics, urbanicity, and consumer behaviors, Economic
Cohorts incorporates the vital visibility into a household’s potential ability
to spend that is generally missing from consumer segmentation products,
hindering those products’ performance.
Economic Cohorts integrates with your own transactional data as well as
all our other household-level economic marketing products. It is available in
both an online and offline version.

Unlike Any Other Segmentation System
Money and Spending Matter

Economic Cohorts
uniquely segments
customers and prospects
based on economic
measures first.

Money and spending drive consumer behavior. In any economy, but
particularly in our current environment, a view of household economics is
essential to understanding how and what to market to whom. Economic
Cohorts uniquely segments customers and prospects based on economic
measures first. It differentiates households based on our proprietary
measures of total income, spending, ability to pay, and credit capacity in
combination with lifestage, urbanicity, and demographics.
Unlike other segmentation solutions that rely on survey and/or Censusbased data as the primary driver of their clustering methodology, Economic
Cohorts is built on a foundation of proprietary economic data derived from
multiple sources, including summary factors produced by our proprietary
database of consumer investable assets.

One Size Does Not Fit All
Economic Cohorts was built on our belief that a successful segmentation
system needs to be built on not only the best quality household
economic data, solely available from Equifax, but also our concept of
“Economic Relativity” — segmentation systems must be flexible and
intelligent enough to cope with the specific economic and demographic
factors that are meaningful to your unique brands, markets, and customers.
One size simply does not fit all clients, and each client should be able to
optimize their segmentation output without the burden of a completely
customized solution.
Economic Cohorts allows for “on-the-fly” adjustments to segment
assignments that optimize household cluster assignments for clients’
specific needs, such as modifying target audiences for a specific campaign
based on specific characteristics like presence of children. This dynamism
gives increased control to clients in terms of determining appropriate
cluster assignments and ensures the most relevant, accurate and effective
data is used.

Economic Cohorts Building Blocks and Principal Inputs
Economic Cohorts is built on a unique foundation of economic data derived
from multiple sources, including factors derived from our proprietary
database of consumer investable assets. This powerful resource serves as
one of Economic Cohorts’ core components.
We use our proprietary estimates of total household income (including
income from investments) and discretionary spending to segment
households, as well as proprietary geographic factors that estimate
population density, land use, cost-of-living and other geographic
characteristics. Finally, Economic Cohorts incorporates ZIP+4 level
aggregated credit data, as well as household demographics and
syndicated research from leading data providers.

The Building Blocks of Economic Cohorts
Data type

Variable

Source
Economic capacity measures:

Economic capacity
and potential

■■ Total income: Income from wages plus
income generated from investments

■■

■■ Discretionary spending estimate:
An estimate of the amount of money
a household spends beyond nondiscretionary expenses

Income360®: Continuous household-based
dollar estimate of income uncapped up
to $2.0 million

■■

DS$™ (Discretionary Spending Dollars™):
Continuous household-based dollar value
estimate of spending uncapped up to $1.2 million

■■

Ability to Pay Index™: Measure of financial
ability to pay financial obligations or incur
new ones

■■ Intersection of income and spending
■■ Ability to pay

Demographics and
home ownership

Mainly life-stage:
■■ Age, marital status, children

Equifax solutions and other compiled
data sources

■■ Home ownership and value

■■ Includes 2017 projections of the 2010 Census

ZIP+4 credit summary:
Credit

■■ Number of credit accounts,
credit balances

Equifax solutions

■■ Mortgage data
Geographic index framework:
Geography

■■ Town/city size, population density,
neighborhood quality

Equifax proprietary geographic framework

The Economic Cohorts clusters are defined using a combination of the
following household characteristics:

Our Income360 income
model is a unique
household-level income
estimate that includes both
income from wages and
income from investments.

■■ Economic capacity: Economic Cohorts cluster assignments depend
on the intersection of household income and spending, plus our
measure of ability to pay. Our Income360 income model is a unique
household-level income estimate that includes both income from
wages and income from investments. Our DS$ discretionary spending
estimate is a modeled dollar amount that a household spends on
discretionary items annually after accounting for fixed expenses of life.
The intersection of these two measures, plus our ability to pay measure,
helps determine cluster allocation.
■■ Demographics/age: Clusters are associated with four major
age breaks: under 34 (Younger), 35-54 (Working Years), 55-64
(Pre-retirement), and 65+ (Retired). Life-cycle/lifestage, marital
status, presence of children, home ownership and home value are
also considered.
■■ Credit data: Industry-leading credit information from Equifax,
anonymized and aggregated, is factored into the cluster construction.
This includes aggregated mortgage information.
■■ Geographic information/urbanicity: Cluster definitions take level of
household urbanicity into account.

Once clusters are defined, additional descriptive data is added to each cluster:
■■ Consumer and media behaviors and preferences: Economic Cohorts ties to syndicated market research in order to
provide marketers important information to help them better select marketing channels and strategies that will allow them
to effectively reach target clusters. The types of behavioral data considered include media preferences, attitudes toward
advertising, television channel preferences, Internet usage, and shopping habits.
■■ Attitudes and lifestyle: Economic Cohorts also ties to syndicated market research in order to provide marketers
relevant information to help them better understand, speak to, and ultimately appeal to each cluster. Key attitudes and
lifestyle information includes general opinions, leisure activities, health and fitness-related attitudes, and travel and
entertainment patterns.
The result is a descriptive and actionable segmentation tool that helps marketers reach and interact appropriately with distinct
groups of customers and prospects.

Unique Financial Metrics Included for Each Cluster
Economic Cohorts offers unique financial metrics for each of the 71 clusters. The annotated pictures below explain the various
cluster profile components:

Cluster name
Group code
Cluster code

Key indicators
(Lifestage, income, spending, and credit)

Executive Spenders:

Executive Spenders:

Suburban Families

Suburban Families

Group N - Cluster 66

Group N - Cluster 66

Lifestage

Income

Spending

Credit

Detailed Demographics

Cluster description

With the kids almost out of the house, we’re looking forward to that
remodel we’ve been planning.

% of U.S. Households: 1.0%

Age - Head of Household

Cluster Description

Demographic summary

Cluster HH (%)

18 - 24 years old

Number of Households: 1,220,123

These elite suburban families have $200K+ incomes and spend almost 60% of it on discretionary purchases. Despite
their low credit utilization, they are likely to have a first and second mortgage, many credit cards, and significant clothing
and mobile phone expenditures. They have high value insurance policies and regularly read financial publications. You
might find the affluent and active parents in this cluster shopping for a laptop or planning the family vacation. They
prefer to use the Internet to carry out day-to-day banking transactions. With their kids heading off to college and
becoming independent, these parents have ample time to pursue their hobbies which include traveling, cooking organic
meals, exercising and watching the Olympics. They are active voters and engaged in fundraising events.

% With Children: 100%

9

3%

11

Some College, No Degree

9%

51

Associate Degree

5%

54

2

Bachelor's Degree

46%

240

0%

0

Post-Graduate Degree

46

85

45 - 54 years old

45%

224

55 - 64 years old

0%

65+
Median Age

Cluster HH (%)

Married

95%

Single

Economic Summary

Children Age 0-17 at Home

35%

No Children Present

Cluster HH (%)

Professional and Related Occupations

28%

203

190

Management, Business and Financial
Operations

29%

291

Sales and Office Occupations

10
Index

100%

287

0%

0

14%

112

Natural Resources, Construction and
Maintenance Occupations

1%

24

Other Employed

5%

30

22%

54

Not Employed/Retired
Cluster 66

316

Index

Index

5%
Cluster HH (%)

Children Present

Index

1%

Completed High School or Equivalent

304

Median Age: 46

Cluster HH (%)

12th Grade or Less

13

53%

Marital Status

% Married: 95%

Age Tier: Working Years (35-54)

Education - Head of Household

0

2%

35 - 44 years old

Occupation - Head of Household

Demographic Summary
Income Tier: Elite ($200k+)

Index

0%

25 - 34 years old

Detailed demographics:
Age, marital status,
children, education,
and occupation

U.S. Average

Median Income
Median Discretionary
Spending
% Spending/Income

Economic summary

No. of Active Credit & Loan
Accounts

Median Income

$256,539

$76,068

Median Discretionary
Spending

$155,188

$34,421

51%

50%

% Spending/Income

11

9

Credit Utilization

38%

48%

% Total Credit & Loan
Balance/Income

14%

31%

No. of Active Credit & Loan
Accounts

Credit Utilization
% Total Credit & Loan
Balance/Income
Average Ability to Pay Index
Home Ownership

Average Ability to Pay Index

Average Home Value

VantageScore

694

Major Metro

Small City
3%

Small Town & Rural

8%

503

98%

67%

Average Home Value

$596,690

$239,952

Average Mortgage Balance

$258,186

$69,647

Home Ownership

Average Mortgage Balance

Geographic Summary

89%

At no time do these data products obtain/use a VantageScore associated with any individual or household. Neither these materials nor any product described herein are intended or permitted to be used for the
extension of credit to any individual, nor used for purposes of determining creditworthiness or credit limits. Cohorts and Equifax are registered trademarks of Equifax, Inc. All other trademarks mentioned herein
are the property of their respective owners. Information sourced from Equifax, Gfk MRI DoubleBase 2016 and additional sources. Copyright © 2017 Equifax Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. All rights reserved.
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Executive Spenders:

Executive Spenders:

Suburban Families

Suburban Families

Group N - Cluster 66

Group N - Cluster 66

Demographics and
economics

Very Low

Low

Medium

High

Very Low

Very High

College degree

Ads

2+ people working
Blue collar occupations

Auto

Multi-unit dwellings
10+ years at current residence

Buying

Credit card expenditure
Clothing expenditure

Try to eat healthy and pay attention to nutrition

Golf
Outdoor (e.g.hiking)

Health

Water sports (excl swimming)
Hunting/fishing
Interests

Popular music concerts
Cultural activities
Tech

Computer/video games
Home/garden
Attend movies

Regularly eat organic foods
Go to the doctor regularly for check-ups

travel, and ads)

Very interested in the fine arts

Computers are too confusing to be of much use to me
Among the first to try new technology products
Frequently choose active vacations with lots to do
Prefer guided tours to traveling independently
Prefer to return the same vacation spot

Lifestyle

Internet usage
Use mobile internet

Auto

Visit social network website
Media: Magazines

Drive a convertible/coupe/sports car
Drive a truck
Impulse shopper

Media: Newspapers

Buying

Media: Radio

Green shopper
Child influenced shopper

Media: Internet

Bars/nightclubs

Media: Primetime TV
Media: Daytime TV

Big screen TV
Computer/laptop at home

TV: News
TV: Sports

Family restaurants & steak houses
Entertainment

TV: Home/Lifestyle
TV: Movies

Fast food restaurants
Dinner/table wines
Beer/ale

TV: Children's

Smoke cigarettes

View cable/pay TV

Buy lottery tickets

Have Digital Video Recorder (DVR)

Taken a cruise
Visited a theme park
Travel

Domestic travel
Foreign vacation
Own vacation/weekend property

At no time do these data products obtain/use a VantageScore associated with any individual or household. Neither these materials nor any product described herein are intended or permitted to be used for the extension of credit
to any individual, nor used for purposes of determining creditworthiness or credit limits. Cohorts and Equifax are registered trademarks of Equifax, Inc. All other trademarks mentioned herein are the property of their respective
owners. Information sourced from Equifax, Gfk MRI DoubleBase 2016 and additional sources. Copyright © 2017 Equifax Inc., Atlanta, Georgia. All rights reserved.

health, interests, tech,

Like to learn about foreign cultures
Philosophy is "Life should be as much fun as possible"

Foreign travel is a great way to learn about other cultures
Travel

Public/civic involvement

Media

TV

Prefer picking up quick meals to cooking meals

Strive to achieve a high social status

Winters sports
Attend major sports events

Preferences

Better to put my money in a low-risk investment
Find the ups and downs of the financial markets exciting

Attitudes
(Financial, auto, buying,

Loyalty to financial institution

Team sports

Internet

Like to change brands often for variety and novelty
Always one of the first to try new products

Regularly read financial news or financial publications

Artistic activities (non-music)

Media
(Preferences, TV,
and Internet)

Automotive enthusiast
Having a vehicle that is fun to drive is my top priority

Prefer to buy things my friends / neighbors approve of

Financial

Regular exercise program

Hobbies

Very High

Brand name is the best indication of quality

Mobile phone bill
Have life insurance

Activities

High

Brands that are advertised are better in quality

Will pay extra for products consistent with my image

Leisure & Interests

Leisure and interests
(Hobbies and activities)

Medium

Advertising is more manipulative than it is informative

Use credit card to buy products rather than waiting
Price is more important than brand names

Tendency to save
Bank online
Economics

Low

Attitudes

Demographics & Economics

Demos
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Lifestyle
(Auto, entertainment,
buying, and travel)

Key Applications for Economic Cohorts
Economic Cohorts could be used in a range of multi-channel
applications, including your efforts to:
■■ Profile customers
■■ Prospect for new customers
■■ Conduct market analyses
■■ Identify optimal cross-sell/up-sell opportunities
■■ Define product strategy and distribution
■■ Improve CRM and loyalty efforts
■■ Target campaigns
■■ Tailor positioning, creative and messaging

Economic Cohorts Digital enables firms to bridge their online
and offline marketing strategies.
■■ Online – Analyze and verify online audiences and
target online ads:
–– Measure and analyze site visitors through the lens of
Economic Cohorts
–– Use Economic Cohorts online for real-time for instant
differentiation of customers and prospects for online
target marketing and site content optimization
We look forward to working with your firm to enhance
your segmentation and targeting strategies. Contact us
to learn more.

■■ Choose marketing channels and media placement
■■ Maximize online ad targeting and site optimization

Economic Cohorts Deliverables
We can deliver Economic Cohorts in a way that meets your
company’s specific needs:
■■

File enhancement/coding – Analyze and
segment households:
–– Append your customer or prospect file with Economic
Cohorts cluster codes for modeling, segmentation,
and marketing campaigns
–– Includes Economic Cohorts National Profile and
Cluster Profiles for each of 71 clusters

■■

Geographic market sizing:
–– Household counts by cluster and distribution of
clusters for desired geographies (state, county, CBSA,
block group, ZIP) delivered via Excel
–– Geographic market sizing sizes, ranks, and prioritizes
markets to enhance opportunity assessment,
performance analysis, and resource allocation

CONTACT US TODAY
For more information:
info.ddm@equifax.com
800.210.4323
equifax.com/DDM

At no time does Equifax obtain a VantageScore associated with any individual
or household. Neither these materials nor any score range(s) provided herein
may be used for purposes of determining an individual’s creditworthiness or
for any other purpose contemplated under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, 15
U.S.C. § 1681 et seq.
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